Amma on Stupi

Amma - on Stupi

- The Stupi is a huge lamp of wisdom, which illumines the light of the Self in all. Through
this, the Atmic light, which was ignored, is revealed.

- THE STUPI PULLS MY ENERGY AND FILLS the space. This is called cosmic energy.
When Swami reveals who I am, all in the world will believe in me and these powers will begin to
function.
This power will immediately go to the aid of anyone who sincerely calls on God. I
t will help in whatever way it is needed, relieving suffering. Whatever name, whatever form of
God is called on, the energy will protect them. There is no difference of cast and religion.
Whatever name and form is called on, help will come.

- I AM GOD’S SHAKTHI. GOD’S TASK is taking place here. Mukthi Nilayam and I are only
for Avatar’s mission. Chaitanya, pure consciousness is going through the Stupi and
transforming the world. It prevents Karmic law from functioning. My feelings of gratitude stop
Karmic law from acting. Due to my feelings of gratitude, I ask for world’s liberation. The power of
my penance balances my karmic debt, and stops Karmic law from working.

- All those who see the Stupi, will be blessed with the awakening of the Kundalini.
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- THE STUPI IS MY KUNDALINI. It absorbs my feelings and like a transmitter sends them
out. These feelings spread everywhere and transform the world. When a jeeva transcends the
causal body, he takes on the space, the whole universe as a body. The sky blue sari and stars
on it symbolize the jeeva. A jeeva called Vasantha transcended the causal body through
Sadhana and took on the cosmic body. That is why this Supi is the cosmic kundalini. I am the
cause for world liberation. I desired to make the entire world Vasanthamayam. Vasantha has
become the cosmos. I am the one doing Yagna. The samiths I put in the Yagna, are my
feelings. I am offering them to myself, who is the form of the Stupi.

- Swami and I will become one life, one body on the day of the Stupi inaugration. On that
day my body will be totally offered. Swami said that Union of Life means the existence of only
one life in one body. Regarding this union, Swami said, "This will become pranic energy and
enter each one to create Sathya Yuga. You came due to your compassion for the jeeva and you
also brought Me down".

- The Stupi is veritable a Siva Shakti Linga. The base of the Linga represents Shakti, the
feminine active aspect of God. The Linga represents the Siva, the masculine resting aspect of
God. Shakti supports Siva to stand. Swami says it is in this way I am holding Him on Earth.
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